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Let G be a group for which there exists a K(G, l)-complex X having finite n-skeleton (for n = 1 
or 2 this is equivalent to saying that G is finitely generated or finitely presented). If ~n is the 
n-skeleton of the universal cover of X, .,~n is a locally finite complex whose proper homotopy in- 
variants at oo (homology groups of the end, homotopy groups of the end etc.) in dimensions _< n 
are invariants of G which are closely related to H*(G, ZG). This relationship is explained. When 
G is a suitable extension of an infinite group by an infinite group, we obtain new information 
about H*(G, ~G) and about the proper homotopy type of A ~n. 
1. Introduction 
The number of ends of an infinite, finitely generated group G is 1, 2 or oo. This 
number can be interpreted either homologically as rankz(Hl(G, ZG))+ 1, or geo- 
metrically as the number of topological ends of a certain 1-dimensional locally finite 
Lzfinite complex. A topological end is a sort of path component at oo. Intuition sug- 
~:zsts that when n > 1 the abelian groups Hn(G, ZG) should be related to the higher 
homology of the end of ,~n, where X is a K(G, 1)-complex having finite n-skeleton, 
and ,~n is the n-skeleton of its universal cover. By 'homology of the end' we mean 
the inverse sequences Hk(e~ n) of homology groups of a basic system of neigh- 
borhoods of ~ (see Section 3). These inverse sequences are sometimes known as 
'homology pro-groups' of the end. 
A group G possessing a K(G, 1)-complex with finite n-skeleton is said to be of  type 
F(n); for G finitely presented, this is equivalent to the algebraic finiteness property 
FP n (see Section 5). Here is a precise formulation of the intuition we referred to: 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a group of  type F(n), and let X be a K(G, 1) CW-complex 
" ~ving finite n-skeleton. 
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(i) For k<_n, He(G, ZG) mod torsion is free abelian if and only if He_l(eX n) 
is semi-stable (-- Mittag Leffler). 
(ii) For k <_ n, Hk(G, ZG) is torsion free if and only if ilk_ 2 (e,,~ "n) is pro-torsion 
free. 
(iii) For G infinite, and k<n, Hk(G, 7/G) is a torsion group if and only if 
Ftk- 1 (eJ~n) is pro-finite. 
(iv) For G infinite, and k<n, Hk(G, ZG) mod torsion is free abelian of finite 
rank Q if and only if Flk_l(e,~ n) mod torsion is stable with free abelian inverse 
limit o f finite rank Q. 
The proof is given in Section 4; the definitions are in Sections 2and 3. /7,  is reduced 
homology. 
Theorem 1.1 can be used to get information about H*(G, ZG) in situations where 
traditional homological methods fail. Consider, for example: 
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a finitely presented group which does not contain a free 
subgroup of rank 2, and suppose Z(~ 7/is a quotient of  G. Then H2(G, 7/G) is free 
abelian. 
Proof. A recent theorem of Bieri, Neumann and Strebel [2] implies that G maps 
onto 7/with finitely generated kernel. The exact sequence H>--~G--~Z with H in- 
finite and finitely generated ensures, by the main theorem of [18], that ~zl(e,~ 2) is 
semi-stable, where X is a K(G, l)-complex having finite 2-skeleton. Hence//1 (e,("2) 
is semi-stable. And H0(e,~ 2) is obviously pro-torsion free. Apply 1.1. [] 
As best we can see, the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence cannot replace [18] 
in this argument. We will show in Section 6 that, in order to use the spectral 
sequence, one would need H to be of type FP2 (-almost finitely presented). [2] 
does not give a group H of type FP 2. 
More generally, we consider a group G which lies in an exact sequence 
H~-~G-,,K, H and K being infinite. The question of what can be said about 
H*(G, ZG) breaks into two: what information does the spectral sequence yield? and 
what further information does H.(e)(n) yield? The spectral sequerice is studied in 
Section 5. Here is a corollary of Theorem 5.5: 
Theorem 1.3. Let H>-~G -*K be an exact sequence of groups. Assume Hq(H, ~['1) = 
0 when q<_h o, Hh°+I(H,~--I) free abelian, HP(K,~.K)=O when p<k o, 
Hko+I(K, ZK) free abelian. Let H be of type FPh and let K be of type FPk where 
h>ho+ko+2 and k>ko+ 1. Then Hr(G, 7/G)=0 when r<ho+ko+ 1and 
Hho+ko+2(G, ZG)=H k°+ l(K, ZK)® H ~°+ l(H, ZH). 
In Theorem 5.4 we study what happens when the hypothesis h>-ho+ko+2 is 
relaxed to h >_ ho +/Co + 1. This is where the results from the spectral sequence cease 
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to be computable. An example of what can still be done has been given in the proof 
of 1.2. Other examples are given in Section 6. In particular there is a discussion of 
H3(G, 7/G). One can hope that eventually the approach begun in Section 6 will 
yield new information about Hn(G, ZG) for higher n, as well as, for example, 
[Hn(H, ZG)] K where H is of type FP,,_ 1 but not of type FP,,. 
We can also look at Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 from another point of view, as placing 
~imitations on the ends of highly connected locally finite complexes on which G can 
.or properly discontinuously with compact quotient, G being an extension as before. 
:Sombining 1.1 and 1.3 we get: 
Theorem 1.4. Let H~--,G --*K be an extension o f  groups, where G, H and K are all 
infinite. Let G, H and K act properly discontinuously with compact quotients on 
the CW-complexes Yc, and Yn and IrK, respectively, where: IrK is (k -1) -con-  
nected, YH and YG are (h + k -  1)-connected, Hi(e YK) is pro-trivial for  i< k -2  and 
semi-stable for  i = k -  1, Fti(e YH) is pro-trivial for  i <_ h - 2 and semi-stable for  i = 
h - 1. Then Ft~ (e Y~) is pro-trivial for  i < h + k -  2 and semi-stable for  i = h + k - 1. 
Note that if H or K has one end, if both are finitely presented, if h >_ 1, and if 
?_  1, then nl(eYc) is pro-trivial by [11] or [13]. Then the Hurewicz Theoem in 
;,ro-homotopy [16] allows us to conclude, in 1.4, that ni(eYG) is pro-trivial for 
i <_ h + k -  2 and semi-stable for i = h + k -  1. 
Even if neither H nor K has one end, we can still conclude, by [18], that nl(eY6) 
is semi-stable. This, together with Theorem 1.4, and Theorem 4.3 of [7], gives the 
following amusing result. 
Corollary 1.5. Assume the hypotheses of  1.4, with h >__ 1, k >_ 1. Then the one-point 
compactification of  Y6 is locally (h + k - 1)-connected. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce preliminary material 
~,bout inverse and direct sequences of abelian groups, which we apply in Section 3 
.,c the homology theory of the end of a locally compact highly connected CW- 
complex. These two sections really belong to pro-homotopy theory, a tool used in 
algebraic geometry (&ale homotopy) and in geometric topology (shape theory, pro- 
per homotopy theory). Our treatment of this subject is minimal and self-contained. 
Actually, much of the material in Sections 2 and 3 is new, though it ought not to 
be! ~ In Section 4 we make the connection with cohomology of groups. In Section 
5 we apply the Hochschild Serre spectral sequence in our context. In Section 6 we 
use geometrically derived information to draw conclusions about he abelian groups 
H~(G, ZG).  The main results are 1.1, 4.2, 5.4, 5.5 and the principles indicated in 
Section 6. 
We have since learned that Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, as well as an analogue of Theorem 1. l(i), ap- 
pear in "On algebraic properties of continua" by J. Dydak, Bull. Polon. Acad. Sci. Ser. Sci. Math. 
Astronom. Phys. 277 0979) 717-721. 
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Notational conventions 
When coefficients are omitted in homology, ordinary Z-coefficients are 
understood./-7, denotes reduced homology, ® is with respect o Z. Tor stands for 
Tor( .  X is the universal cover of X, and ,~n is its n-skeleton. (Note this, in par- 
ticular, when n = 0 or 1 .) The use of the term 'n-skeleton' implies a context in which 
n is finite. If M is an abelian group, ~t denotes M modtorsion; thus 
ISIn(X) = Itn(X) mod torsion. 
2. Inverse and direct sequences 
Our inverse and direct sequences will always be indexed by some infinite subset 
of the non-negative integers. Whenever possible we will suppress the ind~-::,,g set 
and the bonding morphisms: {Mm} will be an inverse or direct sequence, {M,n,} 
will be a cofinal subsequence. Two inverse sequences {Mm} and {Nn} are pro- 
isomorphic if there are cofinal subsequences {Mm,} and {N.j} and a commutative 
ladder (in the appropriate category) 
t ( Iq ' I  
• .., Nn j  ' Nn j+ i ' 
where the horizontals are bonds. Two direct sequences are in j-isomorphic if they 
satisfy the dual definition. 
We work in the category of abelian groups. It is easy to check that two direct se- 
quences of finitely generated abelian groups are inj-isomorphic f and only if their 
direct limits are isomorphic. Simple examples how that the dual statement for in- 
verse sequences i false. 
An inverse sequence of abelian groups {Mm} is (i) pro-finitely generated, (ii) 
semi-stable, (iii) stable, (iv) pro-trivial, (v) pro-torsion free, (vi) pro-finite if it is 
pro-isomorphic to an inverse sequence (i) whose groups are finitely generated, (ii) 
whose bonds are epimorphisms, (iii) whose bonds are isomorphisms, (iv) whose 
groups are trivial, (v) whose groups are torsion free, (vi) whose groups are finite, 
respectively. Equivalent intrinsic definitions are: 
(i) Vi ~tj such that image(Mj~M,) is finitely generated, 
(ii) Vi gj such that Vk >_j image(Mk-'Mi) =image(Mj -'Mi), 
(iii) there is a cofinal subsequence {Mm,} such that image(Mm,+C-t.Mm,+l) is 
mapped isomorphically onto image(Mm,+~Mm,) for all i, 
(iv) Vi i~t.i" such that Mj ~Mi is zero, 
(v) Vi ~tj such that tor M~ C ker(Mj --+Mi), 
(vi) Vi RJ such that image(Mj--,Mi) is finite. 
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An alternative term for 'semi-stable' is Mittag-Leffler. In Section 1 we have re- 
ferred to a sequence of nonabelian groups, rq(e)?n), as being semi-stable. The 
definition is the same as in the abelian case. 
Let ~t denote M/tor  M. Then M~ Air defines a covariant functor from abelian 
groups to torsion free abelian groups. The following is easily proved (or see [14; 
Lemma 4.1]): 
Proposition 2.1. I f  {Mm} is a direct sequence there is a natural isomorphism 
(lim { Mm I )^ = lim { 2~"lm } . 
m 
Proposition 2.2. Let ~¢[ =- {Mm} be a pro-finitely generated inverse sequence. ~ is 
semi-stable if and only i f  ~¢~ =- {,C,I m } is semi-stable. 
Proof. Consider the inverse sequence of short exact sequences 
{0 ~ tor M m --+ M m --'1~I m " -~0}.  
{torMm} is pro-finite, hence semi-stable, so limlm{torMm}=0 [17; p. 4021. By 
"~e well-known (lim,lim 1) exact sequence [17; p. 401] we conclude limlm{Mm} = 
~-,~ i ~ 14--- :~.~,,{Mm}. For inverse sequences of countable abelian groups, lim = 0 is equi- 
*(-- (.__ 
vaient to semi-stable [lO]. [] 
Let M* denote Hom(M, 7/). 
Proposition 2.3. Let ~4 =-- {Mm} be a pro-finitely generated inverse sequence. ,~( is 
semi-stable i f  and only i f  lirn j / ,=  lim,, {M~M~. . .  } is free abelian. 
Proof. Let ~ be semi-stable. By hypothesis ~# is pro-isomorphic to a sequence .~/' 
of finitely generated groups and epimorphisms, iT, consists of split epimorphisms, 
~v (.,/i')*=-(J¢')* is a direct sequence of split monomorphisms, implying lim(.A")* 
:~ free abelian. Since ~Z/ and ~ '  are pro-isomorphic, lim all* and l im(~")* are 
----k 
!3omorphic (dualize and take lim). 
Conversely, let lim ~*---(~)~=~ 77 where 0<r< ~.  Since ~ is pro-finitely gener- 
ated, there is a commutative diagram 
C 
' M*  ~ M*  b b+t 
r~ rj+ I 
,®zc  ,®zc  
1=1 i '= l  
) ° . .  
) . . .  
here the top row is cofinal in ~'*, and the bottom row consists of split monomor- 
phisms. Dualizing we find that ~/**---(JT)** is semi-stable. Since ~7 is pro-finitely 
generated and pro-torsion free, ~7=- (~t)**. So ~¢7 is semi-stable, hence also ~t, by 
Proposition 2.2. [] 
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Proposition 2.4. Let .#--{Mm} be a pro-finitely generated inverse sequence. ~Z¢ is 
pro-torsion-free if and only if lim{Ext(M m, 7/)} is zero. 
Proof. lim{Ext(Mm, Z)} is zero if and only if li_m{Ext(tor Mm, Z)} =0 [12; III 4], if 
and only if li_m{Hom(torMm,©/Z)} =0 (applying [12; III 5.2 and 5.6] to Z~--* 
©--* Q/Z). Since Q/Z is an injective Z-module, the latter is equivalent to {tor Mm} 
being protrivial, hence to .# being pro-torsion free. [] 
Proposition 2.5. Let d? = {M1 *--342"---." } be pro-finitely generated. 
(a) o~ is pro-finite if and only lim ..#* = 0; 
(b) j~7 is stable and rank(lim ,~/) =Q< ~ if and only iflirn ~* is free abelian of 
rank ~ < oo. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of 2.3. [] 
3. Homology of ends of highly connected spaces 
Given a 'nice' locally compact space Y, we wish to relate properties of the 
cohomology of Y with compact supports to properties of the homology of the end 
of Y. Throughout he section, Y will be a locally compact, separable polyhedron 
of finite dimension, and {Ki} will be an expanding sequence of compact sub- 
polyhedra, whose union is Y, such that bdyKt is bicollared [21, p. 36]. Ordinary 
E-coefficients are understood. The kth cohomology with compact supports is 
Hkc(y)-lirntHk(Y, Y\Ki).  The kth pro-homology of the end of Y is the inverse 
sequence Hk(eY) -{Hk(Y\K i )  }. Similarly Rk(eY) is the kth reduced pro- 
homology. 
Remark 3.1. Because Y is finite-dimensional and each bd Ki is bicollared, Hc k and 
Hk(e) can also be derived from finite simplicial (or cellular) cochains and chains 
[17, p. 57]. 
Remark 3.2. We will not be concerned with functoriality, but here are some in- 
dicators. The definitions of Hkc(Y) [resp. Hk(eY)] are independent of {Kz} up to 
canonical isomorphism [resp. pro-isomorphism]. The truly functorial definition 
would use all compact subsets of Y directed by inclusion, rather than the sequence 
{Ki}, and Hk(eY) would be an inverse system indexed by this directed set. Then 
Hf  [resp. Hk(e)] would be a functor from the weak proper homotopy category to 
abelian groups [resp. pro-(abelian groups)]. See [8]. 
Remark 3.3. Clearly H f  fits into the exact sequence 
• .. ~ Hkc(Y)~ H~(Y) ~ li__m H~(Y\K,) ~ H~ + ~(Y)~ ... 
t 
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Lemma 3.4. I f  i lk(Y) is finitely generated, then Hk(Y\K,)  &finitely generated, 
hence I lk(eY) is pro-finitely generated. 
Proof. Because bd K, is bicollared, the Mayer-Vietoris equence gives exactness in 
Hk(bd Ki) --" Hk (Ki)~) Hk( Y \ K,) ~ Hk(Y). 
~,3th ends are finitely generated, so Hk(Y \K  i) is finitely generated. [] 
?roposition 3.5. Let Y be (n - 1)-connected and let k<_n. IsI((Y) is free abelian if 
a~a only Hk_ I(eY) is semi-stable. 
Proof. When k = 0 this is trivial. 
Let k= 1. Ho(eY) is always semi-stable. To see that HlcY is always free abelian 
consider the exact sequence 3.3 which gives 
0~l im tI°( Y \ Ki) --, H~ ( Y ) ~ H~ ( Y). 
I 
r-/l (y )  ~_ Hom(Hl (Y), 7/). Using simplicial chains, we get an exact sequence 
0 ~ Hom(Hl (Y), 7J) ~ Hom(Zl (Y), 71). 
Since Y is separable, Z~(Y) is countably generated and free abelian. Thus Hi(Y)  
is a subgroup of the countable cartesian product, C, of copies of 7/. Now HI (Y)  
is countable, so its image in HI(Y)  is a countable subgroup of C, hence its image 
is free abelian [15, §32]. l imtB°(Y \K , )  is also free abelian, being the direct limit 
of split monomorphisms of finitely generated abelian groups - see the proof of 2.3. 
So we have an exact sequence 
0--, free abelian ---, H i  (Y) ~ free abelian ~ 0. 
This completes the case k = 1. 
Next let k_>2. As in Section 2, we write A4=M/torsion. By 3.4, Hk_~(eY) is 
7:o-finitely generated. By 2.2, and 2.3, Hk_l(eY) is semi-stable if and only if 
l'~.:{Hom(lClk_l(Y\Ki),Z)} is free abelian. Using 3.4 again, together with the 
Universal Coefficient Theorem, we get 
li__.m { Hom(/-t" k _ , (Y \  K,), 7/)} =_lira {ISIk-I(Y \K,)}. 
If 2<_k<n,'the exact sequence 3.3 gives l irn,{Hk-l(Y\Ki)}--_Hf(Y), since 
H k- l (y)  = 0 = Hk(Y). Apply 2.1. If k = n _> 2, 3.3 gives an exact sequence 
O~limHn-l(y\Ki)-- - ,Hn(y) ~,Hn(y).  
I 
• :a argument identical to that given for the case k = 1 yields 
Hg(Y) = lim H n- I (Y \K~)O free abelian. 
l 
Apply 2.1. [] 
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Proposition 3.6. Let Y be (n-1)-connected and let k<_n. Hf(Y)  is torsion free if 
and only if Hk-2(eY) is pro-torsion free. lf, in addition, Y is n-dimensional, 
coker(Hn(y)  a Hn(y)) is torsion free if and only if H,_ a(eY) is pro-torsion free. 
Proof. The case k= 0 is trivial. H_I(eY) is trivial, and the proof of 3.5 shows that 
Hie(Y) is free abelian, thus the case k= 1 is finished. Ho(eY) is always pro-torsion 
free, so the proof  which follows will show H2(y) is torsion free. 
Let k_2 .  By 3.4, Hk-2(Y\Ki) is finitely generated. There is a short exact 
sequence 
O~ Ext(Hk_ z(Yk Ki), 7/)-+ H k- l(Y\Ki)--+ Hom(H k_ I( Y \  K,), Z)~O. 
Using 2.4, Hk_z(eY) is pro-torsion free if and only if li_mi{Ext(Hk_z(YkKi), 7/)} is 
zero if and only if lirni Hk- I(Y\Ki) is torsion free. The exact sequence 3.3 gives 
Hk-1(Y) ~ li__m H k- l (y  \Ki)--" Hkc (Y) --" Hk(y). 
i 
I f  k<n, both extremes are zero, and we are done. If  k=n >2, the left extreme is 
zero, and the right extreme is Hn(Y)=-Hom(Hn(Y), Z) which is torsion free. So 
again we are done. Finally, if Y is n-dimensional the same argument read with 
k = n + 1 leads us to an exact sequence 
H~(Y) ~ H"(Y)~Ii_mHn(y\K~)'-'O, 
l 
so H,_I(eY) is pro-torsion free if and only if coker(ct) is torsion free. [] 
Proposition 3.7. Let Y be (n - 1)-connected and non-compact, and let k< n. f t f  ( Y) 
is trivial if and only if R k_ l (e Y) is pro-finite. (ker(H~' (Y) a H n ( y)))^ is trivial if 
and only if FI n_ l(eY) is pro-finite. 
Proof. The case k = 0 is trivial. Let k = 1. Ho(eY) is pro-finite if and only if it is 
pro-trivial, if and only if Y has one end, if and only if li._miI~(Y\Ki) is trivial. By 
3.3, this is equivalent o HI(Y) being trivial. By 3.3 again, Hd(y)=Hd(y)/tor- 
sion. So the case k= 1 is done. 
Let 2<k<n. By 3.4, Hk_j(eY) is pro-finitely generated. By 2.5, Hk_l(eY) 
is pro-finite if and only if lirniHom(Hk_~(Y\Ki),Z)=O. By the Universal Co- 
efficient Theorem, 171 e- 1 (y \Ki)_~ Hom(Hk_ 1 (Y \ Ki), E) functorially. By 3.3, 
l irniHk-l(y\Ki)=Hck(Y). 2.1 gives limiFlk-l(Y\Ki)-~IClek(Y). Assembling this 
information we get the required result. 
I f  the argument is read with k = n, it goes through, except that 3.3 gives an exact 
sequence 
O~l imHn- l (YkKi )~H~(Y)  a,H"(Y). [] 
i 
Proposition 3.8. Let Y be (n - 1)-connected and non-compact, and let k < n. I:Ic*(Y) 
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is free abelian of rank Q < oo i f  and only if (H e_ 1 (eY)) ^  is stable with free abelian 
in verse limit having rank Q < ~.  (ker(H n (Y) - a H" (Y)))^ is free abelian of  rank 
Q if and only if fin_ l(tY) is stable with free abelian inverse limit of rank Q. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of 3.5, using 2.5 rather than 2.3. 
, .~. Homology of ends of universal covers 
A C W-polyhedron is a CW-complex whose attaching maps are polyhedral. By 
successive simplicial approximation, a group G of type F(n) has a K(G, 1) CW- 
polyhedron having finitely many cells in each dimension < n + 1. (We put it this way 
to include the case n = oo.) 
Proposition 4.1. Let G be of type F(n) and let X be a K(G, 1) CW-polyhedron having 
finite n-skeleton. Then Hk(G, ZG) -~ H~ ()~n) for k < n, and H n (X')  --- H n (G, ZG) (~) 
(free abelian). 
Froof. By Remark 3.1, H~()?')  can be calculated from the cochain complex 
{Homc(CkO?n), Z)} consisting of homomorphisms from the cellular chain complex 
{Ck(Sn)} to Z which are supported on finite subcomplexes. The equivalence of 
He(G, ZG) and Hck(Xn), for k<n, follows as in [3; pp. 208-9]. For k=n, con- 
sider: 
~* -  {"" ~Homc(Cn + 107), ZG)~Homc(C,(/Y), ZG)~Homc(Cn_ 1(X), ZG)*-.-. } 
~¢*- {.--, 0, Home(C,()?'), 7/) 6 Home(C,_ a0?"), Z) "---.. } 
~,,, q~n-1,--, are defined in the obvious way [3; p. 208]. The cochain map ¢ is an 
epimorphism, so there is an exact sequence of cochain complexes 
O~T *,~ ~7"-- ker ¢~ ,-- 0, 
hence an exact sequence 
Zn+l ¢f* , H~(X')~H"(G,  ZG)~0 
since (ker o)n=0. Thus image (~*) is a countable subgroup of a group which 
embeds in a countable product of copies of Z, provided n>0,  and hence is free 
abelian [15, §32]. If n=0,  the proposition is obvious. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Simply combine 3.5-3.8 with 4.1, when G is countable. 
When G is uncountable, n=0 and the theorem is obvious. [] 
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The fact that when nl(~.~ "2) is semi-stable (G being one-ended) then H2(G, 7/G) 
is free abelian is also implicit in [1 1]. 
A rearrangement of Theorem 1.1 will be useful: 
Corollary 4.2. Let G be of type F(n) and let X be a K(G, 1) CW-polyhedron having 
finite n-skeleton. Let n o <_ n - 1. 
O) Hr( G, 7/G)= 0 for all r <_ no and H n° +I(G, 7/G) is free abelian if and only if 
Hr(eX n) is pro-trivial for all r<_ n o - 1 and Hno(eX n) is semi-stable. 
(ii) Hr(G, ZG)=0 for all r<-no and H n°+ I(G, 7/G) is torsion free if and only if 
Flr(e.g ~) is pro-trivial for all r<-no- 1. 
(iii) H~(G, 7/G)=O for all r<_n o if and only if Flr(e,~ ~) is pro-trivial for all 
r <_ n o - 2 and Hno_ 1 (e-~) is pro-finite. 
(iv) Hr(G, 7/G)=O for all r<no-1 and Hn°(G, 7/G) is free abelain of finite 
rank O if and only if FIr(e.~ n) is pro-trivial for all r<-no-2 and I:lno_l(e.~ n) is 
stable with free abelian inverse limit of finite rank Q. 
Example 4.3. In [4-6], a group F of type F(oo) is exhibited which satisfies 
Hn(F, ZF) = 0 for all n. If X is a K(F, 1)-space of finite type, 4.2(iii) implies that 
Hr(e.Y n) is pro-trivial whenever <n<~.  By [19], ztl(eX 2) is also pro-trivial. 
Hence for each n, .,~-n is (n-1)-connected and (n-1)-connected at infinity. Of 
course K(F, 1) is not finitely dominated. 
Remark 4.4. By Theorem 9.2 of [1], a finitely presented group G is a duality group 
of dimension d over 7/if and only if (i) there is a finitely dominated K(G, 1), (ii) 
Hk(G, 7/G)=O for k~d,  and (iii) Ha(G, ZG) is (nonzero and) torsion free. For 
such a group G there is a K(G, 1)-complex X of finite type. Theorem 1.1 implies that 
Hr(eX n) is pro-trivial whenever d -1  ~r  and r<n, and that Hd_l(e.~ n) is pro- 
torsion free and non-trivial whenever d<_n. In all known examples Hd(G, 7/G) is 
free abelian, implying that Hd-l(e~ n) is semi-stable (and non-trivial) when d<_n. 
If G is a finitely presented Poincar6 Duality group, Ha(G, 7/G) is 77, so (by 4.2(iv)) 
H d_ l(e,,r~ n) is stably 7/. 
Remark 4.5. Farrell [9] has proved that if G is finitely presented and contains an 
element of infinite order, then H2(G, ZG) is either 0, Z or is not finitely generated. 
We are told that Hopf conjectured that H2(G, 77G) is either 0, 7/or free abelian of 
infinite rank. 
5. Cohomology of group extensions 
Let Hr--~G-~K be a group extension. The Hochschild-Serre cohomology spec- 
tral sequence (see, for example, [3]) has E pq =HP(K, Hq(n, 2~G)) and converges to 
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Hp+q(G, 7/G). We wish to relate H*(G, 7/G), H*(H, ZI-1) and H*(K, ZK). There- 
fore we wish to express E2 pq in terms of H*(H, ZH) and H*(K, ZK). Under suitable 
finiteness hypotheses this is possible (Proposition 5.3). 
Recall that the group G is of type FP~ (1 <n < ~)  if the trivial G-module Z has 
a projective ZG resolution 
E 
""~P2 ~P] ~Po ,Z-*O 
~c?~ that P, is finitely generated for i<n+ 1. We have already discussed the con- 
• _:c~ion between FP~ and F(n) in Section 1. 
In EPq=-HP(K, Hq(H, ZG)) it is understood that Hq(H, ZG) is a K-module, 
where the left K-action comes from the 'diagonal' action of K on Hom~(P. ,  ZG), 
P.  being a projective ZG-resolution of Z. Precisely, this means (k. O)(x)= gCP(g-lx) 
where k=gH~K,  xeP ,  and ~ e HomH(P~, ZG). We would like to replace this K- 
module Hq(H, ZG) by the 'induced' K-module Hq(n, ~__n)(~_g, which means pre- 
cisely: 
k. (c®k' )=c®kk'  where k,k' ~K and ceHq(H, ZH). 
Lemma 5.1. Let H be of type FP h. For q<h, the K-module Hq(H, ZG), with 
";.agonal action" is isomorphic to the "induced" K-module Hq(H, ~-[)@~_K. 
Proof. The obvious isomorphism ZG---, (~gn~ x Z [gH] induces a Z-homomorphism 
O:Hq(H, ZG)~(~gH~KHq(H,Z[gH] ) which is a Z-isomorphism when q<_h [1; 
Proposition 5.3(b)]. It is straightforward to check (do it on the cochain level) that 
the 'diagonal' K-action, when carried over by v, permutes the direct summands, in 
the sense of [3, p. 68]. The Lemma then follows from [3, III 5.3]. [] 
The following is an easy consequence of the ordinary Universal Coefficient 
Theorem (compare [1; 3.6]). 
L~.mma 5.2. Let K be of type FP k, let L be a Z-module and let L®ZK be an in- 
J::ced left K-module. Then for p <_ k there is a short exact sequence of Z-modules 
O~HU(K, ZK)®L--,HP(K, L®ZK)~ Tor(H p+ I(K, ZK), L )~0.  
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 give 
Proposition 5.3. Let H and K be of types FP h and FP k respectively. I f q < h, then 
EPq= HP(K, Hq(n, L[-I)(~ ZK). 
I f  q < h and p <_ k, there is a short exact sequence 
0~ HP(K, ZK)®Hq(H, ZH) ~E2Pq--, Tor(H p+ t(K, ZK), Hq(H, Zt-I))~O. 
Now we are ready to draw conclusions from the Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence. 
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Theorem 5.4. Let H>-+G-*K be an extension o f  groups. Let Hq(n,  ~_1-/) = 0 when 
-1  <q<ho and let HP(K, ZK) =0 when -1  <P<-ko. Let H be o f  type FP h and let 
K be o f  type FP k, where h >_ h o + k o + 1 and k >_ ko. Assume 
Tor(H k°+ I(K, ZK), Hq(n,  ~r_/)) =0 for  all q<_h. 
Then 
(a) Hr(G, ZG) = 0 fo r  r<_ h o + k o + 1. 
(b) I f  k o >_ O, there is a short exact sequence 
0_~Ez~O +l, ho+ 1 __.HhO+ ko+ 2(G ' ZG) ~E~h°+k°+2~O. 
(c) I f  k0=- l ,  Hh°+I(G, ZG)--E°'h°+I 
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, we have the following E2 picture in the Hochschild- 
Serre spectral sequence: 
q 
ho 
0 0 I 0 
i ) 
k o k p 
The result follows by straightforward computation. [] 
In order to use parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 5.4 we consider the E2 and E~ 
terms. 
E0,ho + 2_  r,0. ho + 2 _ ker(EO, ho + 2.+E~ho+ l) 
Oo ~3 
For k 0_> 1, 
= ker([H h° + 2 (H~ ~G)]K _+ H 2 (K, H h° + 1 (H, ZG))). 
E~ hO + ko+ 2 = ker[ker { EO.ho + ko + 2 -+ ker(E~O+ ',ho+ 2 --) E~O+ 3,ho +1) } 
_+ image{EO, ho + ko+ 2 _+E~o + 2,ho+ l }]. 
Theorem 5.5. Let Hr-+ G --~K be an extension o f  groups. Let Hq(H, g t t )  = 0 when 
- 1 < q < h o and let HP(K, ZK) = 0 when - 1 <_ p < ko. Let H be o f  type FPh and let 
K be o f  type FPk where h >_ h o + k o + 2 and k >_ k o + 1. Assume 
Tor(Hko + 1 ( K, ZK), Hq (H, Zt t )  ) = 0 
fo r  all q <_ h and 
Tor(HkO+ 2(K, ZK), H h°+ l(H, ZI-/)) = 0. 
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Then nr(G, 7/G)=0 when -1 <-r<-ho+ko+ 1 and 
Hh°+k°+2(G, ZG) = _ H k°+ I(K, ZK)@H h°+ l(n, ZH). 
Proof. The first assertion comes from Theorem 5.4. The stronger hypotheses in this 
Theorem cause the complicated formulas to collapse. When k 0 >_ 0, 
g20'h°+k°+2-~ [Hh°+ k°+ 2(H, ~r-/) ~) ~K]K =0 
(~:~ing 5.3), hence E°d h°+k°=2 =O. 
Ek2°+l'h°+l----Hk°+l(K,~_g)@Hh°+l(H, Zn)  by 5.3. [] 
Remark 5.6. In using Theorem 5.5 we may wish to assume Hh°+I(H, ,~-1) and 
H kO+ I(K, ~_g) are free abelian or torsion free or zero or free abelian of finite 
rank. In each case we can conclude the same about Hh°+k°+E(G, 7/G). The Tor 
hypotheses are automatically satisfied in each of these cases. Compare Theorem 1.3. 
Remark 5.7. Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 apply in particular to multiple extensions of 
groups. For example, if H)--~G-~K is exact and L)-,H-~,M is exact, all groups 
b~ing infinite, then under suitable finiteness hypotheses (FP1 for M and K, FP 2 for 
L and FP 3 for H) Theorem 5.5 says that Hi(G, ZG) is zero for i_<2, and 
H3(G, ZG) is free abelian. Turned around, this kind of application says that if 
H"(G, 7/G):~0, there is an upper bound to the multiplicity of extension of G by in- 
finite groups of infinite index satisfying suitable finiteness hypotheses. 
Remark 5.8. In 5.7 we looked at a double extension of G involving an extension of 
the kernel H. One might also consider an extension of the image K, i.e. H~-~ 
G n,  K where P~- ,K~ Q. But there is no need, for whatever information can 
be derived from this double extension can equally well be derived from the double 
extension 
zt-l(p)~-,G---r,Q, H~-~rt-l(p)-.~p. 
6. Beyond finiteness hypotheses 
We now examine the sense in which Theorem 5.5 is sharp. We are interested in 
the outer limits of applicability of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, and in 
what lies just beyond them. 
Recall that a group G is infinite if and only if H°(G, ZG)--0,  and that a finitely 
generated infinite group G is one-ended if and only if Hi(G, ZG)--0. 
Consider an extension H~-* G--~K where H and K are infinite. To get informa- 
"_i:~-n about H 1 (G, 7/G), we can apply Theorem 5.4 either with h 0 = 0 and k 0 = -1 ,  or 
with ho =-  1 and ko = O. Either way we get 
HI(G, ZG)= [Hi(H, ZG)] K. (6.1) 
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Now suppose G is finitely generated. The content of 6.1 should be considered 
separately in two cases. 
Case 1: H finitely generated. Proposition 5.3 reduces (6.1) to HI(G, ZG)=O, 
from which we conclude that G is one-ended (a well-known fact with several 
possible proofs). 
Case 2: H not finitely generated. Then homological methods do not help in 
calculating the right hand side of (6.1), but for geometrical reasons (e.g. 1.1) the 
left hand side of (6.1) is free abelian, hence so is the right hand side. It seems to 
us that this is an example of geometry giving information about cohomology of 
groups in a situation where the desirable finiteness hypothesis absent. 
Next consider the analogy in one higher dimension, namely H~--~ G---~K where 
H and K are infinite and finitely generated. We have seen that this implies 
H°(G, 7/G)=HI(G, ZG)=0.  We seek information about H2(G, 7/G). Applying 
Theorem 5.4 with h0 = k0 = 0 we get a short exact sequence 
O~H~(K, LK)®H~(H, Z/-/)--, H2(G, ZG) - ,  ker{ [H2(H, 7/G)] K 
--~H2(K, HI(H, ZH)®ZK)} --' 0. (6.2) 
Suppose G is finitely presented. As before we consider (6.2) in two cases. 
Case 1: H is of type FP2. Then Proposition 5.3 reduces (6.2) to 
H2(G, ZG)--HI(K, ZK)@HI(H, ZH) 
from which we conclude that H2(G, ZG) is free abelian of rank 0, 1 or oo. 
Case 2: H is finitely generated ( -  FP1) but not of type FP2. Then homological 
methods do not permit us to simplify the right hand term of (6.2). However, the 
main theorem of [18] still gives H2(G, 7/G) free abelian; see Section 1. We see this 
as another example of geometry giving information about the cohomology of 
groups. In particular, if H is one-ended it says that [H2(H, ZG)] K is free abelian. 
A more extreme version of the last example is the case H~-~G--*K where G is 
finitely presented, and H is not finitely generated but has an infinite finitely 
generated normal subgroup. Then Theorem 5.4 gives no information about 
H2(G, 7/G). However the main result of [20] implies that under these hypotheses 
H2(G, 7/G) is free abelian; see Section 1. 
For our final illustration, consider a double extension H~-~G--*K, L ~--~K--*M 
where G has type F(3), and H, K, L and M are finitely presented and infinite. As 
in Remarks 5.7 and 5.8, we can conclude Hi(G, 7/G)=0 for i_<2 and H3(G, 7/G) 
free abelian provided H is of type FP3. However, if H is finitely presented but not 
FP3, then Theorem 5.4 gives an impenetrable exact sequence. Nevertheless, by a 
geometrical argument in the spirit of [18] we are able to handle this latter case. If 
X is the 3-skeleton of a K(G, 1)-space, we deduce from [11] or [13] that rrl(eX)is 
pro-trivial, and we have a very complicated procedure for showing 7r2(eX) is semi- 
stable. The pro-Hurewicz Theorem [16] gives the required result, using Corollary 
4.2. This rr 2 argument in its present form is too long to publish. 
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